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STYLE ART DECO IN THE INTERIOR 
Art Deco style is an opportunity to stand out for your wealth, because this style 
is very expensive. Art Deco combines the use of exotic materials (ivory, crocodile 
leather), antique furniture and decor, as well as the latest advances in scientific and 
technological progress. Art Deco is one of the most important innovations in the field 
of design. It is characterized by decisive, sometimes atypical geometric shapes 
(asymmetry, versatility), craftsmanship and functionality of interior items [3]. 
An international exhibition, held in 1925 in Paris and officially called the 
Exposition Internationale des Arts Décoratifs et Industriels Modernes, gave life to the 
term "art deco".Paris remained the center of the Art Deco style. His furniture was 
embodied by Jacques-Emil Rulmann, the most famous furniture designer of the era. 
Also notable are the works of Jean-Jacques Rato, the products of Süe et Mare, the 
screen of Eileen Gray, the forged products of Edgar Brandt metal, the products of 
Jewish metal and enamel of Swiss origin, Jean Dunan, the products of Rene Lalik and 
Maurice Marino, as well as Cartier watches and jewelry. Classical art deco 
representatives in the sculpture were used by Dmitry Chiparus, Claire Jean-Robert 
Colin, Poland Philip (France), Ferdinand Price, Otto Poerzel (Germany), Bruno Zach, 
and J. Lorenzl (Austria) [4]. 
The curtains in this style are mostly solid, the walls are decorated with black and 
white stripes that resemble piano keys and it looks interesting. Crystal gilded 
luminaires add luxury. Upholstery of upholstered furniture in the living room will 
emphasize upholstered natural furniture fabrics in geometric (honeycombs, strips, 
circles, Christmas tree, etc.) drawings and you can come across upholstery or sewn 
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decorative furniture elements made of snake skin, crocodile or zebra (ethnic motifs), 
monochrome skin [1]. Art deco is about unusual combinations of colors and textures, 
thoughtfulness of details. This style palette is gray, white, brown, shades of metal, 
wood and leather. The floor is often covered with marble, parektom, black and white 
tile. A distinctive décor in the art deco interior is a sun-shaped mirror that gives the 
interior a shine and light. In the interior of this style is not recommended to use 
artificial materials, everything should be natural, high quality, expensive with exotic 
inserts [2]. 
For decoration of the ceiling is best suited paint, whitewash. Also, these may be 
stretch ceilings with glossy film. Floor lamps and table lamps in the art deco are 
rather a nice accessory or accent. Lamps with warm light are selected; they are placed 
evenly in the room for direct and clear illumination. The lighting decor is 
distinguished by its personality and peculiarities, such as: blown glass, forged 
elements, mosaic, murals, chrome. Furniture in this style is most often made in milk 
and bronze tones, as well as in gold. Forms are built on the basis of contrasts. Emphas 
is on the internal bends and straight lines (change of opposite). Art deco is used in the 
decoration of any room [2]. 
The bedroom design in this style gives the room the elegance, sophistication and 
at the same time the luxury that is so inherent in the art deco. Expensive antique 
furniture or modern furniture, also necessarily present mirrors, which create the 
illusion of space. Colours are selected under the walls. The combination of black and 
white colors is characteristic of an art deco kitchen. This style in the kitchen 
underscores its importance to residents. The presence of antique details and works of 
art will brighten up your kitchen interior. The interior of the Art Deco bathroom is 
impressive with its monumentality and luxury. The geometric designs on the finish, 
combined with ethnic fittings and chrome faucets, give the room a sophisticated look 
[3]. 
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Therefore, the main criteria for folding furniture in the style of art deco: 
elegance, practicality, the ability to experiment. Materials such as: snake skin, silver 
and ivory; allow to give furniture a luxurious and sophisticated look. Every thing that 
is present in the art deco interior has its own unique and value. This style is more 
focused on functionality, and the decoration completes the image emphasizing the 
elegance of the interior option.  
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